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ADB, UK Aid Supports 
Pakistan National 
Transport Policy and 
Master Plan

T
he Government of Pakistan kicked-off a 2-year 
project to formulate the National Transport 
Policy and Master Plan on 7 February in 

Islamabad. The national transport policy and master 
plan will help cut travel time and boost the country's 
economic outlook, while positioning it as a regional 
trade and business hub. It also seeks a safe, efficient, 
and sustainable transport system to realize Pakistan's 
Vision 2025.
 At the project inception workshop held in 
Islamabad, DFID Pakistan Head Joanna Reid, ADB 
Country Director Werner E. Liepach, and Yousaf 
Naseem Khokhar, Secretary of the Ministry of 
Planning, Development and Reforms, underscored the 
importance of an effective transport policy that not 
only creates more jobs but also spurs economic growth.
  “Inefficiencies in the performance of the 
transport sector costs Pakistan's economy 4-6% of 
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 Pakistan’s Finance Minister and Vice-Chair of the ADB Board of Governors 
 Mohammad Ishaq Dar witnessed the signing of the $325 million access to 
 clean energy loan by Additional Secretary for Economic Affairs Division
 Anjum Assad Amin and Country Director for ADB in Pakistan Werner
 Liepach on 7 February 2017 in Islamabad. 

ADB Scales Up Clean 
Energy Access in Pakistan

A
DB and Pakistan signed a $325 million loan agreement on 7 
February 2017 in Islamabad to help enhance Pakistan's 
energy security by installing clean energy sources and 

improve people's access to electricity in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) 
and Punjab, two of the country's largest provinces.
 The program will install renewable energy power plants 
including the construction of 1,000 micro-hydropower plants 
(MHPs) in off-grid areas of KP. It will also provide and install 
rooftop solar plants for 23,000 schools and over 2,500 primary 
healthcare facilities in two provinces and a university in Bahawalpur, 
Punjab. The MHPs and solar plants will provide electricity to around 
1.5 million people in rural areas and to more than 2.6 million 
students, including 1.2 million girls.
 ADB will also provide a $750,000 technical assistance grant 
for capacity development and improvement of performance 
monitoring of the program. 
 Energy shortage is one of the issues hampering development 
efforts and poverty reduction in Pakistan especially in rural areas, 
where only 57% enjoy electricity access. Although Pakistan has 
abundant renewable and nonrenewable energy resources, public and 
private investment in energy infrastructure has remained inadequate, 
and the system suffers from the low efficiency of generation, 
transmission, and distribution networks. 
 KP, with a population of over 28 million, is one of the poorest 
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provinces in Pakistan and in some of its 
districts the electrification rate is below 
20%. 
 Meanwhile Punjab, a province 
with the largest population in Pakistan, 
consumes around 68% of the country's 
electricity and gas. The economy is 
based largely on agriculture and 
industry, and depends heavily on a 
reliable electricity supply. Geographic 
constraints make extending the national 
grid to such remote areas costly and 
technically difficult. In these areas, the 
least-cost option is off-grid renewable 
energy sources. 
 The program will strengthen 

the capacity of provincial governments 
to improve the program sustainability, 
th rough  enhanced  moni to r ing , 
procurement and internal  audit 
capacities, and promotion of public 
sector energy efficiency.  
 The loan is part of ADB's 

commitment announced last year to 
double its annual climate financing to 
$6 billion for Asia-Pacific by 2020. Out 
of the total project loan, $16 million 
will be dedicated for climate change 
adaptation activities and $247 million 
for climate change mitigation activities.

gross domestic product every year. 
ADB and other partners have been 
assisting Pakistan address the transport 
infras t ructure  defici t ,  but  such 
infrastructure investment needs to be 
b a c k e d  w i t h  t h e  i n s t i t u t i o n a l 
improvement and policy intervention,” 
said Mr. Liepach.  
          Pakistan's transport sector suffers 
f r o m  i n a d e q u a t e  a n d  p o o r 
infrastructure. A lack of coherent 
approach  to  t ranspor t  ne twork 
development, fragmented policy 
planning, and poor condition of road 
safety for users — with more than 

30,000 killed in road accidents annually 
— are some of the major challenges 
facing the sector.
        This policy will formulate a 
holistic vision and prioritized action 
plan to upgrade Pakistan's transport 
sector, offering long-term opportunities 
for all transport modes in Pakistan 
including railways, roads, ports and 
shipping, aviation, and logistics 
services.
   The Government of the United 
Kingdom, through its Department for 
International Development (DFID), is 
funding a $15.4 million project under its 

Pakistan Economic Corridors Program 
(PECP) administered by  ADB. 
 This is one of the largest 
technical assistance projects on 
transport policy supported by DFID and 
ADB in Asia.
    Improvement of road safety 
programs, road asset management 
systems, scaling up resources for better 
road design and maintenance, and 
supporting multimodal transport to 
facilitate trade within Pakistan and with 
its neighboring countries, are other key 
targets of the initiative.

The project will help meet the growing energy 
demand to fuel economic activities and increase 
access to sustainable and more reliable electricity 
services particularly for vulnerable communities in 
KP and Punjab 

ADB, UK Aid Supports Pakistan National Transport Policy and Master Plan

ADB Scales Up Clean Energy Access in Pakistan
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The program will install renewable energy power plants including the construction of 1,000 micro-hydropower plants (MHPs) in off-grid 
areas of KP.
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A
DB provided a $200million loan
to strengthen Pakistan's disaster 
risk management including 

support to the National Disaster Risk 
Management Fund (NDRMF) to reduce 
the country's vulnerability to disasters 
from natural hazards, and climate 
variability and change. 
 As part of the support, a $1 
million technical assistance grant has 
been approved for Capacity Building of 
Disaster Risk Management Institutions. 
ADB will also administer a $3.3 million 
grant provided by the Government of 
Australia. 
 “Pakistan is  increasingly 
exposed and vulnerable to various 
natural hazards and climate change 
which pose a significant risk to the fiscal 
stability of the federal and provincial 
governments,” said Werner Liepach, 
ADB Country Director for Pakistan.         
“ T h e  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  a n d 
operationalization of NDRMF will help 
reduce vulnerabilities to natural hazards 
and improve the fiscal management of 
disaster risks.”
 According to  the  Global 
Climate Risk Index, Pakistan is one of 
the most affected countries by extreme 

weather events from 1995 to 2014. 
Increasing natural hazards have resulted 
in significant loss of life, economic 
d a m a g e ,  a n d  t h e  r e v e r s a l  o f 
development gains. These events 
severely impact the livelihoods of the 
poor and vulnerable, resulting in mass 
migrat ion,  t rade and commerce 
disruption, and market destabilization. 
The annual economic impact of flooding 
alone is estimated at $1.2 billion-$1.8 
billion, equivalent to 0.5%-0.8% of 
GDP.
 The government's disaster risk 
management policy and strategy have 
transitioned from a largely response-
oriented approach to a broader focus on 
disaster risk reduction and preparedness. 
However, progress is limited by 
financing and capacity constraints.
 The assistance will provide 
financial, technical, and capacity 
development support to NDRMF and is 
expected to contribute to the country's 
increased and sustainable institutional 
and physical capacity to reduce the 
socioeconomic and fiscal impacts of 
natural hazards and climate change. 
Investments to reduce vulnerabilities to 
natural hazards will be increased 

through matching grant-funding 
provided by NDRMF to partners and 
stakeholders for various structural and 
nonstructural interventions.
 NDRMF will also carry out 
quantitative risk modeling analysis for 
leading natural hazards faced by 
Pakistan to develop a comprehensive 
national disaster risk framework 
strategy. The risk modeling work will be 
used to create disaster risk maps and 
quantitative national and subnational 
information on the expected levels of 
loss for hazard events of varying types, 
intensities, and return periods. 
 ADB has been a major partner 
of Pakistan in its efforts to integrate 
disaster r isk management in i ts 
development agenda, and has supported 
the country's reconstruction efforts after 
major disasters. It has approved nearly 
$2 billion in loans and grants from 2005 
to 2015 for the reconstruction of 
t r a n s p o r t ,  i r r i g a t i o n  a n d  fl o o d 
protection, housing, education, health, 
and disaster-resil ient  l ivelihood 
infrastructure, together with DRM 
capacity building.

ADB Strengthens Pakistan's National Disaster 
Risk Management 

The fund will help Pakistan reduce vulnerabilities to natural hazards and improve the fiscal management of disaster risks.



ADB President Takehiko Nakao accompanied by Pakistan’s Minister for Planning, Development and Reforms, Professor Ahsan Iqbal, and ADB 
Vice President Wencai Zhang opened the ADB@50 Pakistan Photo Exhibition in Islamabad on 25 October 2016. 
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 Anniversary: PRM holds ADB@50 photo exhibition 

Feature

   

President Nakao looked back over 50 years of ADB and Pakistan's development partnership 

and reaaffirmed ADB's commitment to work together to reduce poverty and increase prosperity.    

A
DB Pres iden t ,  Takeh iko 

Nakao, opened the ADB@50 

Pakistan Photo Exhibition 

showcasing milestones of the ADB-

Pakistan partnership with a ribbon-

cutting ceremony held at Satrang 

Gallery in Islamabad on 25 October 

2016.

 President Takehiko Nakao 

during his 2-day Pakistan visit met with  

Prime Minister Muhammad Nawaz 

Sharif, Finance Minister and ADB 

Governor Mohammad Ishaq Dar, and 

other senior officials to discuss 

government development priorities. He 

delivered a special address at the 15th 

CAREC Ministerial Conference on 26 

October held in Islamabad.

 ADB has been one of Pakistan’s 

largest development partners. As of 31 

December 2015, ADB has provided 

more than $27 billion in loans and over 

$530 million in grants to assist Pakistan 

Diplomats from ADB-member countries also viewed the exhibition.

achieve its development goals.

 The Pakistan Resident 

Mission (PRM), opened in 1989, 

now has become one of ADB’s 

largest and important resident 

offices in the region.

 

 Over the years ADB 

helped Pakistan build highways, 

rural roads, hydroelectric power 

plants, canals, schools, hospitals, 

financial markets, and other 

critical facilities that have helped 

improve lives and pull millions of 

people out of poverty.

 The 3-day exhibition 

provided a pictorial overview of 

who we are, what we do, and how 

far we have traveled together in 

this development journey. Large 

number of people, including  

r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  o f  t h e 

deve lopment  par tners  and 

diplomats from ADB member 

countries, viewed the exhibition.  

  

The photo exhibition presented a view of who we 
are, what we do, and how far we have traveled 
together in this development journey 

ADB turned 50 in 2016. The anniversary year is an important milestone for us that we are celebrating with our partners in Pakistan
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Public-Private Partnership Development to 
Improve Infrastructure in Sindh

A
DB approved a $100 million 
loan to strengthen the standards 
in the development and delivery 

of public-private partnership (PPP) 
p r o j e c t s  a n d  h e l p  b r i d g e  t h e 
infrastructure investment gap in Sindh 
province, South of Pakistan.
 The Government of the United 
Kingdom, through the Department for 
International Development, is also 
cofinancing the project, contributing 
$19.23 million in grant and $4.75 
million in technical assistance, both of 
which will be managed by ADB. The 
total cost of the project is $188.98 
million in which the Sindh government 
is contributing $65 million. 
 “Sindh province continues to 
have large infrastructure and social 
service needs which PPPs can assist in 
addressing,” said Werner Liepach, 
ADB's Country Director for Pakistan 
following approval of the loan by 
ADB's Board of Directors on 28 
November 2016. “The project will 
strengthen the provincial government's 
capacity to identify, develop, and 

implement PPPs  as well as boost 
private sector participation.”
 Sindh is crucial to Pakistan's 
economic future, representing 23% of 
the country's population and 32% of 
G D P.  A n n u a l  i n f r a s t r u c t u r e 
investments in the province have been 
minimal over the last few years, 
representing only 4% of the total 
investment requirements in transport, 
electricity, water supply and sanitation, 
solid waste, telecommunication, and 
irrigation. 
 Some of the institutional 
adjustments needed include the 

development of robust frameworks and 
policies in the selection of eligible and 
commercially viable PPP projects, 
structuring efficient risk participation 
between the Sindh government and the 
private sector, and rigorous risk 
a s s e s s m e n t s  t h a t  w i l l  d e l i v e r 
sustainable and fiscally responsible 
PPP projects.
 The assistance will help in 
leveraging private capital to augment 
infrastructure investments. In addition, 
projects will help create jobs and 
generate income which will further 
improve the overall economic growth 
in Sindh.

The assistance will help in leveraging private capital 
to augment infrastructure investments. In addition, 
projects will help create jobs and generate income 
which will further improve the overall economic 
growth in Sindh

Sindh is crucial to Pakistan's economic future, representing 23% of the country's population and 32% of GDP.
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ADB, Pakistan Sign Loan Agreement for 
Highways Rehabilitation 

A
DB and Pakistan, on 23 

January 2017, signed a $ 197 

million loan agreement to 

rebuild highways and bridges damaged 

by floods. Tariq Bajwa, EAD Secretary 

and Werner E. Liepach, Country 

Director for ADB in Pakistan signed the 

agreement. 

 The post-flood highways 

rehabilitation project will rehabilitate 

212 kilometers of highway sections and 

33 bridges damaged by the 2010 floods 

restoring critical infrastructure and 

improv ing  t r a ffic  management 

capacities to boost economic growth.

 The loan will also help build 

institutional disaster management 

capacity of the National Highway 

Authority (NHA) by equipping the staff 

with necessary skills to respond pro-

actively and effectively to meet 

challenges posed by recurring natural 

disasters. 

 Pakistan's transport sector 

contributes about 10% to the country's 

gross domestic product, and the sector 

as a whole makes up about 10% of the 

economy providing about 2.3 million 

jobs.

 The project, which includes 

counterpart assistance of $21.9 million 

from the Government of Pakistan, is 

expected to be completed by September 

2020.

ADB Funds Pehur High Level Canal Extension 
Project in KP

 

A
DB provided $86.41 million

loan to extend irrigation 

systems to boost agriculture 

product ion  and improve  water 

management  in  the  Swabi  and 

Nowshehra districts,  located in 

Pakistan's northwestern province of 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.

 The extension project will 

increase agriculture production in over 

8,700 hectares of farms by increasing 

availability of water through irrigation, 

improving water-use efficiency, and 

farm management capacity, while 

helping to secure the province's food 

security goals until 2020. 

 The project will contribute 

towards poverty reduct ion and 

economic growth for about 75,000 

people in the area through generated 

jobs and income. The project will 

become part of the Indus Basin 

irrigation system, considered a lifeline 

for the country's agriculture sector.

 The total cost of the project 

$96.60 million, with the government 

contributing $10.2 million. The 

estimated completion date is in 

December 2022.

ADB support to Pakistan's transport sector in the last ten years has helped to build or upgrade thousands of kilometers of roads and highway networks, benefitting more 

than 10 million people, and facilitating the expansion of domestic and regional trade. 



Rural households remain vulnerable to 
c l i m a t i c  e x t r e m e s  a n d  n o n f a r m 
employment opportunities can help reduce 
income and livelihood vulnerabilities.

B
angladesh and Pakistan are among the 
countries most vulnerable to livelihood 
risks arising from frequent exposure to 

large-scale natural disasters. 

 We study household responses to 
floods and storms in terms of short-term 
changes in their dependence on agriculture. 

 Results show that rural households 
temporarily move away from agriculture in response to disaster then come 
back after a short period of time. They therefore remain vulnerable to climatic 
extremes. Development of nonfarm employment opportunities in rural areas 
can therefore be a useful public policy to lower their dependence on 
agriculture and reduce their income and livelihood vulnerabilities.

Publications

Do Natural Disasters Change Savings 
and Employment Choices? Evidence 
from Bangladesh and Pakistan

Mapping Fragile and Conflict-Affected 
Situations in Asia and the Pacific: 
The ADB Experience

This study maps out the major weaknesses of each 
fragile situation on the latest country performance 
assessment exercises and identifies overall common 
issues that need special attention.

W
hile investments in transport, energy, education, 
health, private sector development, and other 
areas remain necessary, much more must be 

done to ensure that these investments are sustainable. 
Rethinking ADB's engagement in fragile countries is 
critically important. This must be backed by a 

comprehensive understanding of the governance, institutional, political, and social 
issues that are behind each country's exposure to conflict or fragility.
 Findings show that the weakest areas in fragile and conflict-affected 
countries are policies for social inclusion/equity, followed by structural policies, and 
public sector management and institutions. Economic management has generally the 
highest ranking or is the strongest area in many such countries.
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This Newsletter of the Asian Development Bank
(ADB) Pakistan Resident Mission (PRM) aims to
enhance communications between ADB and its
client groups.

News from Pakistan disseminates information on
ADB activities and provides a forum on
development issues related to ADB s work in
Pakistan.

Articles in the newsletter, however, do not
necessarily reflect the official ADB view.

We welcome readers comments and suggestions.
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